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Abstract

Real algebraic numbers appear in many Computer Alge-

bra pro bJems. For inst ante the determination of a cylindrical

algebraic decomposition for an euclidian space requires com-

pu ting with real algebra+c numbers. This paper describes an

implement ation for computations with the real roots of a

polynomial. This process is designed to be recursively used,

so the resulting domain of compu tation is the set of all red

algebraic n urn hers. An implementation for the red algebrm”c

closure has been done in Ax’om (previously called Scratch-

pad).

Introduction

Real algebraic computations are somewhat different

than general algebraic computations, since real numbers

have a natural ordering that general algebraic numbers

don’t have. This induces that real number comparisons

do not follow the general “equal” or “different” scheme,

but a more complicated ‘(smaller”, “equal” or “greater”

one. Moreover real algebraic computations introduce a

distinction between the different roots of a polynomial
(even of an irreducible one). For instance comparing fi

and –@ yields to the result “greater” only because the

symbol ~ is implicitly attached to the particular root
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of the polynomial X2 – 2 that is positive.

In many applications the effective ordering should be

computed. For instance in real geometry the description

or the solution of a problem very often involves polyno-

mial inequalities as well as equalities. As an example

one can consider in the euclidian plane the intersection

of a line z = c with the cubic y2 = Z3 – z, we clearly

see that if C3– c <0 the intersection is empty, and that

in this answer we have introduced an inequality.

After recalling some common properties about fields,

we carefully examine simple extensions. Though most

algorithms described in this part are well known, we

slightly change some of their requirements in order both

to optimize the process, and generalize it to other fields

than usual rational numbers. This is done for a better

understanding of the main goal of this paper that is the

introduction of algebraic towers, and real closure. A full

implementation has been done in the Axiom computer

algebra system that is up to our knowledge the only

complete implementation of the real closure

Basic definitions about fields

Definition 1

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

An extension field K1 of a jieid K a’sany field con-

taining K.

Let K1 be an extension jieid of K, an element z

of K1 is said to be algebraic over K if there exists

a polynomial P with coefficients over K, such that

P(x) = o.

An extension jield K1 of K is said to be algebraic

if al! its e!ements are algebraic over K.
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(iv) An extension field KI o~K is a simple extension of

K if it is obtained by adjoining a single element X.

to K; this simple extension is denoted by K(zO).

Definition 2 An simple extension K(xo) of K is said

to be algebraic if there exists a po[ynomiai P such that

P(zo) = O. The polynomial P can be chosen to be irre-

ducible and monic; it is then called the minimal pol~yno-

miai of XO, and its degree is the degree of the algebraic

extension denoted by [K(zO) : K].

Every element of an algebraic extension is algebraic over

K. The field K(zO ) is then isomorphic to the modulus

field K[X]/P(X) of the polynomials modulo P where

P is the minimal polynomial of Z.. The above isomor-

phism is used in most implementations of algebraic ex-

tensions. Since the roots of a polynomial don’t change

by multiplying by an element of K, usual implementa-

tions use a monic polynomial as the defining polynomial

for an algebraic extension.

When the defining polynomial is monic we can de-

fine algebraic extensions of a ring instead of a field sin[ce

elements can still be reduced modulo the defining poly-

nomial. This is the actual Axiom implementation for

algebraic extensions and yields to the notion of integral

rings that is more satisfactory under a computaticmal

point of view. In this paper we however will not take

advantage of this fact and only consider field extensions

since the process is to our opinion clearer and much eas-

ier to explain. Extensions to algebraic ordered rings are

however currently being written as a generalization of

the algorithms explained here.

Definition 3 A jieid C is said to be algebraically closed,

if it has no nontrivial algebraic extension. Let K be a

field, C is an algebraic closure of K if

(i): C is algebraically closed, and (ii): C is an alge-

braic extension of K.

Every field has an algebraic closure; and if Cl and C2

are two algebraic closures of the same field they are iso-

morphic. This enables to speak of the algebraic closure

of a field.

Ordered and real fields

Definition 4 A field K is said to be ordered if it has a

total ordering < satisfying

(2): z<y*z+z <y+z, and(i2): (O< x,O<

y)+o<zy

Proposition 1 Let K be an arbitrary field, it is equiv-

alent that:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

K can be ordered,

-1 cannot be expressed as a sum of squares of ele-

ments of K,

n

forailxl,, xnof Kwehave:~x~ =0 =+
i=l

~l=...= Xn=o

A field having these properties is called a real field. We

see that a real field has no defined order relation, it is

only possible to find one (and usually more) that will

change the real field into an ordered field. We can view a

real field as an ordered field where the the order relation

is not explicitly known. A real field (and as a particular

case an ordered field) is always of characteristic O.

Definition 5 A real closed field is a real field that has

no nontrivial real a!gebraic extension. Let K be an or-

dered field, R an extension jield of K; R is a real closure

of K if

(i): R is real closed, (ii): R is an algebraic exten-

sion of K, and (iii): the only ordering on R extends the

ordering on K.

Every ordered field has a real closure, and if R1 and R2

are two real closures of the same field they are isomor-

phic; this enables us to talk of the real closure of an

ordered field. In particular we see that the real closure

of an ordered field is itself an ordered field.

Real closed fields have the usual properties of real

numbers, in particular if R is a real closed field then the

algebraic extension R[X]/(X2 + 1) is an algebraically

closed field. When considering a topology on real closed

fileds or on their algebraic closure, we will always con-

sider them with their euclidian topology (induced by

the order on R) for which polynomials are continuous,

and where element ary analysis remains true. For more

about real and ordered fields see [BCR-88].

Proposition 2 Let K be an ordered field, K(a) a sim-

ple algebraic extension of K generated by a, P. the min-

imalpolynomia! of a over K. The number of orders over

K(a) extending the order over K is the number of roots

of Pa in the real algebraic closure of K.

In other words, let us suppose that we want to com-

pute with quantities that involve some real root of an

irreducible polynomial Pa. The algebraic way to deal

with these numbers is to work in the simple algebraic

extension K(a). But we loose the order relation though
Pa has real roots and the field is real.

When we consider the simple algebraic extension
K(a), the symbol a implicitly denotes any root of P.. In

real terms the symbol a denotes any real root of Pa. A

particular ordering on K(a) specifies one real root of P.
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among all its possible roots. Each compatible ordering

on K(a) places the symbol a “at its right place” on the

real line.

Given an ordered field K, an irreducible polynomial

Pa with k (> O) real roots, we have k orderings of the

real field K(a), inducing k ordered fields K.l . . . K.k ;

each ai is now one of the k real roots of Pa. The symbol

ai in the notation Ka, is no more an arbitrary root of Pa

but a specific real root on the line (i.e. a root in the real

algebraic closure). For the purpose of computing with

real algebraic numbers, we will consider each of these

ordered fields as an algebraic object.

Simple ordered extensions

We are now ready to define ordered extensions for

an ordered field.

Definition 6 Let K be an ordered field, KI an algebraic

extension of K that M real, K1 is a ordered extension of

K if it is ordered with an ordering that is compatible with

the ordering on K. K1 is a simple ordered extension if it

is a simple algebraic extension and an ordered extension.

As we can see, the difference between simple ordered ex-

tensions and algebraic extensions for an ordered field, is

that an ordered extension has an ordering that extends

the basic ordering. This property will be useful when

trying to construct higher levels of extensions.

Basic specifications

Our purpose is to make an Axiom constructor that

behaves like the standard SimpleAlgebraicExtension that

enables a user to work with algebraic numbers defined

by a polynomial. To construct a simple algebraic ex-

tension we need to give a base field K to extend, and

a univariate defining polynomial for the generator a of

the extension.

However for the case of ordered fields these parame-

ters aren’t sufficient, since we need more parameters to
define a real algebraic number. Let us consider the sim-

ple case of extending the field Q of the rational numbers

by the polynomial X2 – 2, and call a a root of X2 – 2 ;

we can’t answer the simple question a > 0 since we

don’t know whether a is 4 or –fi.

To distinguish among the different real roots of a

polynomial Pa we will introduce one parameter more

that is an isolation interval for the real root. To con-

struct an ordered extension Ka (CY is the generator of

the extension), we will need :

● A base ordered field K to extend,

● A univariate polynomial Pa with coefficients in K

such that P.(cx) = O

● An interval (a, b) of K that isolates one real root

of Pa.

Just like in the standard Axiom constructor Sim-

pleAlgebraicExtension the internal represent ation of the

elements of a ordered extension will be polynomials in

one variable over the base ordered field K. These poly-

nomials are reduced modulo the defining polynomial Pa

in a standard way. We will name our constructor Sim-

pleOrderedAlgebraicExtension.

Let us look closer to the requirements for these pa-

rameters,

The base field can be any ordered field

where the isolating interval can be refined

to any precision. This is always the case for

archimedian fields such as Q or any of its

ordered extensions.

The defining polynomial Pa verified by

the generator a needs not to be irreducible

over the base field K since a real algebraic

number can be defined with any multiple

of its minimal polynomial. Like in the D5

([Duv-87]) system we only need a square free

polynomial. This results in considerable time

saving since factoring of polynomials can be

very long, particularly when the base field is

not the usual rational numbers field, but for

instance one of its algebraic extensions. In

order to save time during computations this

polynomial is regularly updated.

In a similar way, the isolating interval

(a, b) for a root of Pa is refined during com-

putations. Just like for the polynomial, any

application asking for the interval will see

the updated value. Older values should be

saved with explicit copies by the program-

mer if needed. For technical reasons that we

will later see, we will also need b to be such

that Pa(b) # O.

Throughout this section we will consider KO the ordered

extension of an ordered field K with generator a defined

by a square free polynomial Pa, and interval (a, b).

In Axiom, when defining a domain, there is always

two ways to view an object of the domain. We can view

it as an element of the domain we are defining, or as an

element of the domain we use to represent the objects

of the new domain. Here when viewing an object as an

algebraic number we will denote it with a greek letter

(i.e. w). We will use the notation Repu (or RepW(X)

if necessary) for the algebraic number w viewed as its
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representation, namely a polynomial in one variable over

the base field.

Arithmetic operators

We can now examine the implementation for the

arithmetic operations in our field, Most algorithms here

are derived from [Loo-82], In Axiom many functions

are inherited by the category of the object and default

implementations are supplied for them. In an actual

code very few functions need to be explicitly written

by the programmer. Our basic field operations will be:

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, ancl the

zero test that checks if an element w of Ka is zero.

Addition, subtraction, and multiplication

There is no real problem to add or subtract idge-

braic elements since Ka is isomorphic to the modulus

field K[X] /P(X), and since addition and subtraction

don’t increase the degree of the polynomials involved.

To add or substract two elements of K. we simply add

or substract their representations.

Multiplication increases the degree, so simple oper-

ations on polynomials don’t suit our needs, We need

to multiply the polynomials and reduce the result mod-

UIO the defining polynomial Pa. Note however that this

may destroy integral nature of terms: let us suppose

that Pa has integer coefficients but is not monic; even

if Repul and RepW.z have integer coefficients, Repu ,U,

has rational coefficients.

Zero check and division

Before implementing division we have to see lhow

to check equality to zero in order to avoid zero division.

Let us recall here that the defining polynomial Pa is not

supposed to be irreducible, the algebraic number a can

be a root of a divisor of Pa.

The non-real solution given by the D5 system is that

whenever we encounter a polynomial P that has a non

trivial gcd with Pa, we have to introduce a case dz’stinc-

tion. C~mputations are separated in two parts :

●

●

This

one computation corresponding to the case where

the generator a is a root of gcd(P, Pa), and

another corresponding to the case where a is a

root of P/gcd(P, Pd).

technique enables to work with all the roots of

Pa, but strong typing of Axiom objects is lost since the

result of a zero check is no more a boolean value but a

list of cases induced by subcomputations.

In fact, in the real case our generator a is a spe-

cific real number since it is characterized by the interval

(a, b), We can answer to the zero check in a boolean

manner.

Let us consider an element u of K ~, checking u to

zero is in fact checking Repw (a) in the real algebraic

closure of K (recall that Repw is a polynomial). Let us

consider the polynomial D that is the gcd of RepW and

Pa, we only have to know if D(a) is equal to zero in

the real closure of K. Since Po is square free, D is also

square free and can only have one root in the interval

(a, b). Since our isolating interval (a, b) was chosen such

that Pa(b) # O and that Pa has only one root in the

interval (a, b) we have Pa(a) Pa(b) s O and the root is

in fact in the interval [a, b[.

Moreover, whenever we find D(cY) = O, the algebraic

number a can be defined by either Pa or D, and we

can use D instead of Pa in further computations. We

can replace Pa by D without altering any property of

the field we are defining. Ka is characterized by the

real algebraic number a, not by the parameters Pa and

(a, 6) used to define it; any set of parameters defining

the same algebraic number a defines the same field K..

Since we are defining the field, this modification is safe

as long as the parameters are not used for other pur-

poses.

In a similar way, when we find D(cY) # O, we have

~(a) = O and Pa can be replaced by Pa/D.

Division is classically implemented using the Bezout

relation for univariate polynomials. In the actual code

the zero test is merged inside inversion, so that gcd com-

putation is only done once.

The order relation

We have now completed the field operations for Ko,

and want to implement the ordering on K~ ; up to a

subtraction it is equivalent to compute the sign of any

element u of Ka. So our problem reduces to determining

the sign of RepW (a) in the real closure of K. Since

we already know how to check if RepW (a) = O we can

assume that u # O.

Restating our problem in the real closure R of K

we want to know the sign of Repu (a) given a, b, a,

Po such that: a s a < b, P~(@) = O, RepW(a) # O,

and Pa(b) # O. If we can find a refinement (al, bl)
of (a, b) on which RepW remains of constant sign, the

sign of RepW(a) will be that of Repw(al) or Repu(bl).

Our problem is now to find al and bl in K such that

a s al s a < bl s b, and that Repw has no roots on

[al, bl[.
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Changing variables Real algebraic closure

We will use Descartes’ rule of sign, and a change

of variable in order to give a sufficient condition for a

polynomial P to have no roots over an interval [c, d[. Let

us recall that by Descartes’ rule of sign we know that

if a polynomial has no sign variation in the list of it’s

non-null coefficients then it has no roots over ]0, +co[.

We will change the definition of sign variations in or-

der to fit our needs. Let P be any polynomial, instead of

taking the non-null coefficients of P we will consider all

its coefficients between O and degree(P), that is includ-

ing the eventual zeros. We will define the sign variation

of a list no,nl,..., nk so that it counts the sign varia-

tions of nO, nil, . . . . nil where the nil are the non-null

elements of nl, . . . . n~, In this definition zero counts as

a sign, so the only difference between our sign variation

and the usual one is that the constant coefficient of P

is counted as a sign whether it is null or not.

With this new definition we can see ([Rio-91]) that if

a polynomial has no sign variation then it has no roots in

[0, +co[. But our problem was stated for an arbitrary

interval [c, d[. To make a mapping between [c, d[ and

[0, +cm[ we will use the change of variables:

dx+c
FC,d : X~—

X+l

that maps [O, +m[ on [c, d[ and the complex right half

plane Re(z) ~ O on the disc of center ~ and diameter

~. For a polynomial P(x) we consider the polyno-

mial:

P;,d(x) = (x+ l)”P(+)

where n = degree(P), and whose roots on [0, +CO[ are

transformed into the roots of P on [c, d[ by Fc,d. Now

checking the sign variations of P: ~ gives us a sufficient

condition to check for the absenc~ of roots on [c, d[.

Sign determination

Since polynomials are continuous functions, and
since RepW (a) # O, we know that there exists a disc

in the algebraic closure of K on which RepW (a) is never

null.

To complete sign determination we only have to find

such an interval. Since a is in [a, h[, we can refine it

splitting it in [a, ~ [ and [~, ZI[l and selecting the

one that cent ains a until RepW ~ * has no sign variation.

This is always possible in an ar~himedian field such as

Q or any of it’s ordered extensions.

1Tfi~ is to avoid ~ 3 CaSeS test that we introduced semi OPen

intervals and asked that Pa (b) # O.

We have completed our ordered field operations for

K., and we can compute with one specific root of a
square free polynomial. We can compute for inst ante
in Q ~ or in Q _ti but we cannot yet answer to more

complicated questions such as : (~+ (–@ = O) since

they involve different extensions (here Q ~ and Q _fi).

Towers of extensions

Using primitive elements we could always compute

with quantities that involve only one real algebraic num-

ber, but this method is very slow since the degrees of

the defining polynomials are prohibitive.
Since the field K. we have constructed has the same

properties than the base field K, we can construct or-
dered extensions of K. with the same method. We can
give us a square free polynomial P@ with coefficients on
K&, and an isolating interval [ap, 6P[ for a real root /3 of
Pp to construct an ordered field Ka,P. For instance we

can construct Q ~ using X2 -2 and [0, 2[ and then con-

struct Q ~,_& using Y2 – 2 and [–2, 0[, the question

W+ (–W) = O can be answered in Qw,.fi. That is

to say in axiom-like syntax:

)ab domain SOAE SimpleOrderedAlgebraicExtension

RN := Fraction (Integer)

Ext 1 := SOAE(R~, O. .2,monomial (1,2)-2, >s2)
Ext. 2 := SOAE(Extl, (-2). .0,monomial(i,2 )-2, ’--s2 )

In a more general way we can iterate the previ-

ous process to construct towers of extensions where ev-

ery new algebraic number is defined in terms of previ-

ously defined ones. Starting with an ordered field K we

can construct K~l using Pal and [al, bl [ above K, and

Ka,... “~.+1 Using p~.+l and [a~+l, k+I[ above K~l... On.

This induces an efficient method to compute with a se-

quence of real algebraic numbers al ~. . crn.

If we look at the polynomial Po, defining K~l.. .~z,

we see that it has coefficients on Ka,, ~,_, , and that a

number in KQ1... Q, is represented by a univariate poly-

nomial with coefficients on Kal,. a,_ ~. A polynomial

with coefficients on Kal,,.a, can be viewed as a two vari-

ables polynomial with coefficients on Kal. .a,_l, that is

to say Ka,,,.a, [X] can be viewed as Ka, ~,_l [X, ai]. It-

erating this method we see that an element of Kal ~,

can be viewed as a multivariate polynomial in al, . . . . ai

with coefficients on K, and that a polynomial with co-

efficients on Kal ...a. is a multivariate polynomial with
coefficients on K (i. e.Ka, ,a, [X] = K[X, ai, . . .~l] . We

can look to the defining polynomials for an algebraic

tower of extensions as a triangular system of multivari-

ate polynomials with coefficients on K. The system is

triangular because each element is reduced modulo the

defining polynomial of the extension,
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Given a triangular set of multivariate polynomials
and a corresponding list of intervals (that we can always

take on the base field) we can construct the correspond-

ing ordered tower. There is no real code in these towers

of ext ensions since they only avoid the user to “handly”

construct each level of extension and to change the types

oft he different objects involved

Implicit towers

Fixed length towers enable a user to work with a

given set of real algebraic numbers ; though this fits

many applications sometimes new algebraic numbers

appear while computations are done, The introduction

of a hew algebraic number requires a tedious rebuild-

ing a new tower for further computations. Moreover,

in a fixed length tower Kal ...an. every element is in

fact a polynomial in all the variables al ~~~an, even

if it doesn’t depend on all of the algebraic quantities

Crl. ,. an. This introduces more algebraic levels tlhan

necessary for a given element.

Represent at ion

We will use a different coding in order to minimize

the height of towers used in the process. We will include

the algebraic tower used to construct an object inside

its representation. To define a real algebraic quantit<y w

we will give:

● a polynomial Pa describing a real algebraic numn-

ber a,

● an isolating interval [aQ, ba [ for a,

● a value giving w in function of a.

Let us look closer at these parameters.

The polynomial Pa is such that Pa(CY) = O;

its coefficients need not necessary be in the

base field but are real algebraic numbers in

the sense of the present representation.

The isolating interval should be such that

aa ~ a < ba and PQ(ba) # O. The algebraic

numbers aa and bd isolate one root of Pa.

In practice however they remain on the base

field,

The value giving w in function of Q is a uni-
variate polynomial as it would be in a sim-

ple ordered extension. The only difference is

that we don’t need it to have coefficients on

the base field, but only real algebraic coeffi-

cients.

We see that the only requirements we have for the pa-

rameters is that they should be real algebraic, Since

we are defining real algebraic numbers, we only want

them to be expressed in terms of previously defined real

algebraic numbers.

Now the recursive nature of real algebraic numbers

can appear in a simple recursive definition of an Ax-

iom constructor : RealClosure. The argument of that

constructor is the field of which we are computing the

closure. The represent ation for the elements in Real-

Closure is recursive as in the standard Axiom construc-

torIVlultivariatePolynomial, Here is the representation

part of the objects :

Structure := Record(name : Symbol,

nullpol : Sparse UnivariatePolyn omial($),

apd,p3x : Segment($),

: Sparse UnivariatePolynomial( $))

Rep := Union(TheField , Structure)

Here TheField is the ordered field we are closing,

thus basic numbers are considered algebraic. The field

“name” in the record is used to print the objects and

to give an ordering on the different algebraic quantities

involved.

Let us look how would be represented the number

~m~~ryhen computing the real closure of the rational

●

●

●

●

This

the “name” field contains a name to print the al-

gebraic number @, let’s call it a.

The %ullpol” field contains a polynomial verified

by the algebraic number d, for instance X2 – 2,

here its coefficients are rational numbers.

The “approx” field contains an isolating interval

for w, let’s say [0, 2[,

the “value” field contains the value of W + 2, in

function of 4, that is to say X + 2, this polyno-

mial has rational coefficients.

number or any other defined with fi can now

appear in definitions for further real algebraic objects.

Operations

In order to implement the operations on our domain,

let us recall that an element of RealClosure only has

in its representation the necessary algebraic quantities

used to define it. So the algebraic towers corresponding
to different elements are different, and we must update

their internal towers in order to make an operation in a

proper simple ordered extension.

Our first utility operations will be the ones needed to

manipulate the tower of an element. We will have three
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operations: isAlgebraic?, moreAlgebraic, and lessAlge-

braic. The operation isAlgebraic? takes an element w of

the closure and an expression a; it checks if a appears

in the defining tower of u. In the same spirit more-

Algebraic forces w to depend on a, and lessAlgebraic

removes if it can the dependency of u in a (i.e. if w

doesn’t depend on the algebraic quantity a).

Now, as we can update the towers of different ele-

ments, we can implement the ordered field operations

themselves. Let us suppose that we want to implement

an operation op of two arguments of the real closure

that returns an element of the real closure. That is to

say in axiom-like syntax: op: ($,$) -+$ , meaning that

op is a two arguments operation of the real closure.

We are defining RealC]osure(TheField) with repre-

sentations as above, op(numberl,number2) is given by :

if number] and number2 are both in TheField

return op(numberl ,number2) (since op exists in

TheField).

Up to a reorganization of terms, we can assume

that the greatest algebraic quantity appearing in

numberl and number2 is numberl. name.

if number2 is in TheField or if number2.name <

numberl name then :

— call op recursively with arguments numberl

and number2 forced to be algebraic in num-

berl.name.

— eventualy remove the algebraic dependency

of the result in numberl name, and return

it.

Now numberl and number2 both depend on the

same algebraic quantity numberl name. Let Ef-

fectiveField be the simple extension of RealClo-

sure(TheFieJd) by the algebraic quantity defining

both numberl and number2. This field is licit be-

cause RealClosure{TheField) has the correct prop-

erties to be an argument of SimpleOrderedAlge-

braicExtension.

Transform the univariate polynomials
numberl. value and number2. value to elements of

EffectiveField, and call algl and alg2 the results.

Now op exists in Ef7ectiveField. Call op with argu-

ments algl and alg2 (in EiYectiveField), transform

the result back to univariate polynomials and call

it aValue.

Let res be the algebraic number defined by num-
berl.name, numberl.approx numberl .nullpol and

aValue. Eventualy remove the dependecy of res in

numberl name, and return it.

As we can see there are three operations called op

involved:

● the base field op used in the trivial case,

● the effective field op used when algebraic towers

match at their first level,

● the real closure op recursively called when alge-

braic towers don’t match at theit first level.

As we saw in the previous section on simple extensions,

implementation of an operation op relies on operations

on the base field, Here the operation op in EffectiveField

will itself call other operations in RealClosure(TheField)

(since it is the base field of the simple extension). The

latter code terminates since when called from Effective-

Field, an operation of RealClosure has arguments with

one less level of algebraicity.

For clarity let us see what happens when we add

1 and ~ in the real closure of Q :

@+ 1 and W are both represented as towers of
height 1,

+ is called with arguments ~ + 1 and Win the

real closure, let us suppose that the main alge-

braic quantity is A. Since algebraic quantities

differ, ~ is transformed in a tower of height 2

with @ as its first level algebraic quantity. The

operation + is then recursively called with those

two arguments.

Now the first levels of both argument match, and

the effective field is the simple extension of the real

closure defined by the polynomial X2 – 2, and a

suit able isolating interval.

The values expressing both arguments as polyno-

mials in one variable over the real closure are :

. X+lforfi+l

— the constant polynomial ~ (since it doesn’t

depend on @).

Both values are then transformed into elements of

the effective field, since they are reduced modulo
Xz – 2, they remain the same.

+ is called in the effective field with those two ar-
guments. Addition in a simple extension is just

polynomial addition, thus + of univariate polyno-

mials over the real closure is called.

Since polynomial addition relies on coefficient ad-

dition, to complete the polynomial addition of X+

1 and the constant polynomial fi there is a call to

the real closure addition 1 + @. Let us examine

this call:
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– Arguments of this call are 1 and the tower of

height 1 m.

– The number 1 is transformed in a tower of

level 1 with main algebraic quantity M. The

real closure addition is then recursively callled

with these arguments.

– As above the effective operation is called and

univariate polynomial addition is called with

arguments X and the constant polynomial 1.

– This addition returns X + 1 since there is no

more call to real closure addition.

— since X + 1 is simplified modulo the defining

polynomial of ~, the effective field addition

is terminated with result W + 1.

– This result is transformed back to univari-

ate polynomial over the real closure becom-

ing X + 1, the algebraic quantities are here

X2 – 3 that defines fi and a suitable isolat-

ing interval.

– Since X + 1 is not constant, and since X2 --3

is not linear, algebraicity cannot be removed,

and the call terminates with fi+ 1 as result.

● This completes polynomial addition with result

X + (W + 1), and the effective field operation

terminates with result W+ (m+ 1).

● As in the previous call, algebraicity cannot be re-

moved so the result is finally given. It is a tower

of height 2 with first level defining polynomial:

X2 – 2 and first level value X + a, where a is

a tower of height 1 whose defining polynomial is

X2–3 and value is X+l.

Operations with only one argument are simply done

in the effective field, removing eventual superfluous aJ-

gebraic levels as above. As we saw the key to all the ope-

rations is the correct construction of an effective field

and a call to its operations. In fact this process is a

recursive version of manual tower manipulations.

Other functions used to produce new real algebraic

numbers, and some access functions to the different

defining parameters of a real algebraic number were also

implemented in order to provide the user with a reason-

able interface.

Examples

We will give here some example of use in axiom of
our constructor. Computations were done using axiom

version 1.0 on an IBM RS6000 model 320H2,

Basic use:

zcomputing times are indicative, many parts Of the cOde still

need to be optimized

axiom (l)->Alg := RealClosure( Fraction(Integer) )

(1) RealClosure Fraction Integer
Type: Domain

Time: 0.04 (IE) + 0.02 (OT) = 0.06 sec

axiom(2) ->nl :=algebraicOf (O. .2 ,monomial(l ,2)-2, ~s2)$Alg

-- creates an algebraic number

(2) S2
Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 3.90 (IN) + 0.12 (EV) + 1.14 (OT) = 5.16 sec

axi0m(3)-> (nl+2)**2

(3) 4s2 + 6

Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 0.39 (Ill) + 0.11 (EV) + 0.24 (OT) = 0.74 sec

axiom (4)-> n2:=algebraicOf (O. .2 ,monomial(l ,2)-3, ‘s3)$Alg

(4) S3

Time: 0.11 (Ill)

axiom (5)-> 1/(ni-n2)

(5) -s3-s2

Time: 0.05 (Iii)

axiom(6)->% < 0

(6) true

Time: 0.24 (H?)

Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

+ 0.03 (EV) + 0.06 (OT) = 0.20 sec

Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

+ 1.56 (EV) + 0.10 (DT) = 1.71 sec

Type: Boolean

+ 0.13 (EV) + 0.08 (OT) = 0.45 sec

axiom (7)->mainSegDf (ni) -- gives updated interval

(7) [1,2[

Type: RightOpenInterval RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 0.02 (In) + 0.10 (OT) = 0.12 sec

Computations in the real closure are done the same
way than in the field, let us see some harder examples.

The roots of the polynomial X4 – 10X2+1 are –W –

&, fi-fi, -fi+fi and fi+fi. We will introduce
two algebraic quantities algl and alg2 to be –d + fi

and W + m. We will then check ( a~~&@ )2 to 3.

axiom (i)->Alg := RealClosure(Fract ion(Integer) )

(1) RealClosure Fraction Integer
Type: Domain

Time: 0.01 (IM) + 0.01 (OT) = 0.02 sec

axiom (2)->algl := algebraicOf(O. .2, -

m0nomial(l,4 )-mOnOmial (10,2 )+i, -

‘_-s2-+s3 )$Alg

(2) -s2+s3
Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 2.17 (IIT) + 0.01 (EV) + 1.02 (OT) = 3.20 sec

axi0m(3)->alg2 := algebraic Of(2. .4, -

monomial(i ,4)-monomial (i0,2)+i, -

>s2-+s3 ) $Alg

(3) s2+s3

Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 0.13 (IIi) + 0.02 (EV) + 0.07 (OT) = 0.22 sec

axiom (4)-> (((algi+alg2 )/2)**2 = 3)@ Boolean

(4) true
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Type: Boolean

Time: 2.14 (IN) + 1.57 (EV) + 0.30 (OT) = 4.01 sec

axiom (5)-> rnainAlgOf algl --gives the defining polynomial

2

(5) ?4 -Io?+i

Type : SparseUnivariat ePolynomial RealClosure . . .

Time: O.Oi (IN) + 0.13 (OT) = 0.14 sec

axiom(6) ->mainAlgOf alg2

3

(6) ? + -s2+s3 - 10-s2+s3

Type: SparseUnivariat ePolynomial RealClosure . . .

Time: 0.01 (Ill) + 0.08 (OT) = 0.09 sec

axi0m(7)->alg2

3

(7) - -s2+s3 + 10-s2+s3
Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 0.06 (OT) = 0.06 sec

axiom(8) ->mainVarOf alg2

(8) s2+s3

Type: Union (Symbol, . ..)

Time: 0.02 (IM) + 0.14 (OT) = 0.16 sec

As we can see here the defining polynomial for alg2
has been updated since it was a mutiple of X – algl.
Simplifications occured during various zero checks dur-
in$ computation. However since alg2 was constructed
usm a polynomial, algebraic dependency is not removed

fon a g2 but it will be in any computation with it :

axiom (9)-> alg2**2

2

(9) - -s2+s3 + 10
Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 0.02 (IH) + 0.10 (EV) + 0.02 (OT) = 0.14 sec

axiom (lO) ->mainVarOf \

(10) -s’2+s3

Type: Union (Symbol, . ..)

Time: 0.01 (IM) + 0.05 (OT) = 0.06 sec

Let us see a non obvious square roots comparison.

axiom (i)->Alg := RealClosure (Fraction (Integer) )

(1) RealClosure Fraction Integer
Type: Domain

Time: 0.01 (IN) + 0.01 (OT) = 0.02 sec

axiom (2)->mysqrt(n :Posit ive Integer) :Alg ==-

algebraic Of(O. .n, -
monomird(l ,2)-n ,-

concat(”s” ,n: :String) : :Symbol)$Alg

-- this avoids typing

Function declaration mysqrt : Posit ive Integer ->

RealClosure Fraction Integer has been added to

workspace.

Type: Void
Time: 0.04 (IH) = O.O4 sec

axiom (3)-> s28:=mysqrt(28) ; s82 :=mysqrt (82) ;-

s33: =mysqrt (33) ; 574 :=mysqrt (74) ;

-- we are not interested to see the results

Compiling function mysqrt with type Posit ive Integer

-> RealClosure Fraction Integer

Type: RealClosure Fraction Integer

Time: 1.36 (IE) + 0.11 (EV) + 0.10 (OT) = 1.57 sec

axiom (4)-> s28+s82<s33+s74

(4) true
Type: Boolean

Time: 0.02 (Ilf) + 64.20 (EV) + 0.02 (OT) = 64.24 sec

Computing time seems a little lon for this example
fof a sign computation in a tower o heigth 4, but it

cannot be solved using primitive elements techniques.
A8 far as we know, another implementation using tower
concepts takes significantly more time. Computation is
long because many interval refinements take lace; let

fus look how much an interval has been refine :

axiom(5) ->(hi(mainSegOf (s28))-lo(mainSegOf (s28)))-

:: SmallFloat

(5) 8. 149072527885437 E-10
Type: SmallFloat

Time: 0.95 (IN) + 0.66 (OT) = 1.61 sec

Since the process is independent of the base field we
can compute in a “floating real closure” saving some
time:

axiom (l)->Alg := RealClosure (SmallFloat)

(1) RealClosure SmallFloat
Type: Domain

Time: 0.01 (OT) = 0.01 sec

axiom (2)-> mysqrt(n:Posit ive Integer) :Alg ==-

algebraic Of(O. .n, -

monomial(i ,2)-n, -

concat(’’s’’, n: :String) : :Symbol)$Alg

Function declaration mysqrt : Posit iveInteger ->

RealClosure SmallFloat has been added to workspace.

Type: Void

Time: 0.04 (IN) = 0.04 sec

axiom (3)->s28 :=mysqrt (28) ;s82 :=mysqrt (82) ;-

s33:=mysqrt (33) ;s74 :=mysqrt(74) ;

Compiling function mysqrt with type Posit ive Integer

-> RealClosure SmallFloat

Type: RealClosure SmallFloat

Time: 1.51 (IH) + 0.18 (EV) + 0.05 (OT) = 1.74 sec

axiom (4)-> s28+sS2<s33+s74

(4) true

Type: Boolean

Time: 0.04 (IN) + 41.57 (EV) + 0.01 (OT) = 41.62 sec

axiom (5)-> hi(mainSegOf (s28) )-lo (mainSegOf (s28) )

(5) 8. 149072527885437 E-I0
Type i RealClosure SmallFloat

Time: 0.03 (IIt) + 0.18 (OT) = 0,21 sec

axiom (6)-> (hi(mainSegOf(s28 ))+lo(mainSegOf (s28)))/2

-- an approximate value

(6) 5.2915026221307926

Type: RealClosure SmallFloat
Time: 0.07 (IIJ) + 0.24 (OT) = 0.3i sec

The advantage over complete floating point compu-
tations is that we don’t loose precision for algebraic
computations:

axiom (7)->s28 ** 2
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(7) 28.0
Type: RealClosure SmallFloat

Time: 0.02 (IN) + 0,01 (EV) + 0.02 (OT) = 0.05 sec

axiom (8)-> sqrt(28)$SmallFloat ** 2

(8) 28.000000000000004

Type: SmallFloat

Time: 0,03 (IIf) + 0.04 (OT) = 0.07 sec

axiom (9)->sqrt (28) $SmallFloat > s28

(9) true
Type: Boolean

Time: 0.06 (IH) + 0.03 (EV) + 0.08 (OT) = 0.17 sec

Conclusions

Given a suitable ordered field, we have given a ccm-

structor that takes this field as its sole argument ;and

enables to work in the real closure of the field. Ma-

nipulation tools to work with real algebraic numbers

are provided so that computing in the real closure is as

easy as computing in the base field.

In particular, any algorithm working on the base

field can work in the real closure without any charlge.

Tools to transparently introduce new algebraic numbers

were implemented so that new algebraic quantities can

be introduced at any moment during computations.

The main difference between this implementation

and [Lan-90] is that :

● defining polynomials are not supposed irreducible!

and

● no ‘(tower manipulation’) is required by the pro-

grammer.

To our knowledge this is the only implementation sat-

isfying these two requirements.
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